
 

Information Technology Executive Council 
AGENDA AND MEETING NOTES 

August 18, 2009, 9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 
Video Conference 

Fairbanks: Butrovich 204, Sherman Carter Conference Room 
Anchorage: Administration 201 and UC101A 

Juneau: Egan 113 
1-800-893-8850, Pin 1613302 

 

FACILITATORS Joe Trubacz 

NOTE TAKER Susan Sharpton; Facilitator: Steve Mullins 

PARTICIPANTS 
Mike Driscoll, Carol Griffin, Saichi Oba, Pat Pitney, John Pugh, Bruce Schultz, Buck Sharpton, 
Steve Smith, and Joe Trubacz 

EX-OFFICIO 
PARTICIPANTS 

Faculty Alliance (Marsha Sousa), Staff Alliance (Dana Platta and Gwenna Richardson), Pat Ivey, 
and Student Coalition (TBD representation) 

GUESTS Beth Behner, Charlie Dexter, Jim Durkee, Vickie Gilligan, Rick Weems, and Wendy Redman 

A g e n d a  to p ic s 

1. Agenda additions 
 
2. Public / Visitor Comments  
 
3. Changes to prior minutes.  See “Attachment #1 July 7 ITEC meeting notes” 
 
4. Informational Item: Update on budget (Joe Trubacz) 2 minutes.  Remove from future 
agendas? 
5. Informational Item: Student Coalition representation on ITEC (Steve Smith) 1 minute 
6. Informational Item: Feasibility study on Banner outsourcing (Jim Durkee) 1 minute 
7. Informational Item: Shopping Cart Technology (Joe Trubacz) 1 minute 
 
 
8. Review of Automation at Statewide (Charlie Dexter, Beth Behner, Steve Smith, and 
Joe Trubacz) 30 minutes.  Discuss and recommend strategic next steps.  See “Attachment 
#3, IT automation” also emailed out August 5, 2009 and August 6, 2009. 
 
9. Systemwide IT Decision Tree (Joe Trubacz) 20 minutes.  Implement?See Attachment 
#2, Systemwide IT Decision Tree.” 
 
10. Electronic Timesheets and Effort Reporting (Pat Pitney) 15 minutes.  Discuss, 
recommend “Project Manager,” and forward to PMT for analysis and Discovery 
Proposal?  See “Attachment #4, Electronic Timesheets executive summary” and “Attachment #5, 
Faculty Time and Effort Reporting executive summary.” 
 
11. ITEC Priorities and Concerns (Joe Trubacz) 30 minutes. See “Attachment #7, ITEC FY11 
Capital Ranking Form” and “Attachment #8, Priorities and Concerns .” 
 
12. PMT Project Chair Definition (Rick Weems) 10 minutes.  See Attachment #6, PMT – 
Project Chair.” 
 

Unaddressed action items 
1. ITEC members to review http://www.alaska.edu/swacad/planning documentation regarding 

the Distance Delivery Legislative audit.  August 13, 2009 Items not yet posted to Academic 

http://www.alaska.edu/swacad/planning


Affairs website. 

Highlight of decisions made in recent meetings 
1. July 28, 2009: FY11 Budget Proposal meeting:  Deleted Banner Enrollment Management Suite from the request 

(thus allowing the Sungard product to mature further); combined Enterprise Patch / Configuration Management 

with Systemwide UA, UAF, UAS, UAA Security Remediation; combined UAA Disaster Recovery Facility with 
Systemwide Disaster Recovery Design and Facility; Held for a future year: Enhanced Security Log Repository, UAA 
and UAS Video Conference Endpoint Lifecycle Replacement, Change Management Process Engineering and UATV 
Video Outreach Server / Archive (KUAC).  These changes left the following pro jects: (1) Systemwide Security 

Remediation, (2) Systemwide Disaster Recovery, (3) Travel Management, (4) Replace End of Life ne twork 
components [at Statewide], (5) Upgrade Data Backup / Retention System, (6) Alaska Digital Archives, (7) 
Enhance Security Storage and Firewalls (UAF only), (8) Upgrade UAF Network / Telecommunication 
Infrastructure, (9) Enterprise Server Replacement (UAA only).  The nine projects totaled $4,776,700 . 

2. July 7, 2009: 1) Publish ITEC agendas and meetings in a timely fashion.   

Future agenda items: 
1. Summary report regarding UAA Bandwidth upgrades for UAA community campuses (Action Item for CMT).  
2. Communication Plan (Letter to the Community) for rolling out governance to UA September.  
3. Update on Strategic Planning Exercise.  Results of Sungard reference check conducted by Joe Trubacz.  August 8, 

2009, Sungard has not responded – table. 
4. Inform ITEC in the September timeframe of a finalized OIT strategic network plan.  
5. Discuss full report from Rory O’Neill, titled, “Improve User Access to Technology-Based Resources and 

Information.”  Plan for October 13, 2009 ITEC meeting.  Do we need a portal?  Have we chosen the 

right technology for the portal?  Are we successfully implementing the solution? 
6. Distance delivery response to Legislative audit at a future date. 

 

Tabled action items: 
1.  

 

Upcoming ITEC meetings:  
 
September 17, 12:30 p.m. – 02:30 p.m. 
October 13, 9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 
November 17, 9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 
December 15, 9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 



 

2 MINUTES 1.0 PUBLIC/VISITOR COMMENTS GROUP DISCUSSION 

DISCUSSION None 

 
 

2 MINUTES 2.0 CHANGES TO PRIOR MINUTES GROUP DISCUSSION 

DISCUSSION 

Include more notes from Capital Planning discussion, for example, BEMS was to move it off the list.  The 
first two projects didn’t even receive votes from the voters. Work with Saichi and a new version of the 

minutes will be distributed. 
-August 19, 2009 - Follow-up: after discussion with Saichi, he was recalling the 30-minute ITEC capital 
planning meeting and the comments above suffice.   
-The July 7 ITEC meeting notes stand as written. 

 
 

10 MINUTES 

3.0 INFORMATIONAL ITEMS: BUDGET UPDATE, 
STUDENT COALITION REPRESENTATION ON 

ITEC, FEASIBILITY STUDY ON BANNER 

OUTSOURCING, SHOPPING CART 

TECHNOLOGY 

TRUBACZ, SMITH, DURKEE 

DISCUSSION 

-SW closed out the year with zero balance and no carryfoward.  Used funds from reserves.  Currently 

working with fund managers to makes changes to the portfolio. 
-Student coalition representation on ITEC, Steve Smith held a conversation with a student representative 
and reported that he explained that they are invited to attend ITEC meetings ex officio status. 
-Feasibility study on Banner outsourcing. It turns out, that this is a new area Sungard Higher Education is 

building a market for.  No other schools are using this service yet.  OIT is conducting a study on how 
much the Banner service costs in house to run the system.  Will work with Jim Durkee to produce the 
study.  Carol requests to see how the study was conducted.  Add to next meeting as an agenda it em. 
-Touchnet contract is signed and team is working on an implementation process. Should have results by 

next ITEC meeting. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Present Banner services self study at next ITEC meeting Durkee Sept 17 

 
 

50 MINUTES 4.0 UPDATE ON REVIEW OF AUTOMATION AT 

STATEWIDE 
DEXTER, BEHNER, SMITH, TRUBACZ 

DISCUSSION 

-Charlie Dexter gave an overview of the power point slides providing short term, mid-term and long term 
recommendations. 

- Comments: We haven’t taken a look at all of the ad hoc lower level committees yet that influence how 
priorities get set.  Hiring another executive director may not resolve our problem. 
-Having someone responsible for taking on the role of overseeing ITEC priorities (Joe or Steve). It seems Jim 
Durkee’s position would be appropriate.  Organizationally we are too dependent on single points of failure as in 
Finance and HR.  Student has a collaborative approach utilizing OIT programmers.       

-Reviewing the councils and groups was beyond the scope of Charlie’s effort.  Maybe the question should be 
what is our primariy objective in the MAUs and system that has a common priority, such as student success.  

-Capitalize on the communications of the IT governance structure, add a dual reporting line responsible party 
with authority. 

-The PMT is on task compiling lists of projects and will demonstrate there is more work than people to handle 
the priorities. 
-ITEC appears to be comfortable with the general direction of the recommendations, e.g. the service catalog, 
identifying a party responsible, but how to implement is questionable.  Concern expressed that this body is 

creating another layer/decision point and is going to be imposed over project progress and cause additional 
delays. 
-Need to make a change to get the best utilization of resources. 
-Think about dealing with changing the culture. Identify bench marks and metrics to demonstrate we are 

achieving cohesiveness to be successful. 
-Functional areas have the authority to set priorities for their functional areas.  ITEC has ultimate authority to 
choose one project over the other based upon resource availability. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Next Steps not clearly defined. 
 

 
 

 
 



UPDATE: 8/19/09 – PMO discussed with Joe Trubacz and Steve Smith – 
This topic will be discussed and next steps decided in the Statewide 
Executive Group (SEG) meeting on August 24th or August 31st. 

 
ITEC should be 1) informed of the results of the SEG meeting and 2) 

ongoing updates of follow-up actions. 

 
 
 

 
 

PMO 

 
 
 

 
Sept 17 ITEC 

meeting 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

5 MINUTES 5.0 SYSTEM IT DECISION TREE TRUBACZ 

DISCUSSION 

-A proposed decision tree is presented suggesting ITEC to take the functional area priorities and come up 
with a priority list overall for the upcoming timeframe.  Task PMT to provide a reality check on when the 

projects can be completed.  The PMO office needs to be the clearing house for all new projects and 
present that list to ITEC for their consideration. 
-PMT role is not the authority over resources, they have the knowledge of impacts of projects and inter-
relationships. They can identify problems and bring to the attention of ITEC.   

-CIO Management Team (CMT) may be the source that is accountable for getting the operational work 
done, eg. Elive, Blackboard, etc. 
-The resources that determine what can be done should rest with the PMT. The CMT membership is 
present at either PMT or ITEC.  
-Individuals on the PMT collectively control 95% of the resources, but unless there is influence they are 

not required to work together as a unit.  MAU resources are not available to commit because budgets are 
then impacted. 

-How do we leverage our exisiting resources to address the priorities outlined by ITEC?   
-The System IT Decision Tree document is a good visual and Jim Durkee has been tasked to convert this 

once vetted through ITEC into a public communication tool. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Reminder: followup with SAC 
 
Convert the document into a public communication tool. 

Trubacz 
 
Jim Durkee 

ASAP 
 
ASAP 

 
 
 
 

50 MINUTES 6.0 ELECTRONIC TIMESHEETS AND EFFORT 

REPORTING 
PITNEY 

DISCUSSION 

-Pitney provided two white papers expressing the need to move forward on two new projects, Effort 
Reporting and Electronic Timesheets.  From a compliance standard we are at risk in our current effor t 
reporting procedures. 

-Is this still important? We shouldn’t do our old system when Banner8 is implemented. ITEC needs 
information to be able to make priority-setting decision, such as, costs, what will be set aside, what are 
the savings. The discovery proposal cannot be done at the campus level. A project manager needs to be 
assigned.  
-HRC informs priorities as input to other priority setting bodies.  

-The PMO is the clearing house for communication of these new requests.   
-Each project should have an advocate, the PMO has the technical assistance to obtain technical 
expertise in obtaining information to fill in the blanks.  
-Chris Racina will act as project manager for the Discovery Phases of these two projects.  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Provide a charge letter assigning UAF HR Director Kris Racina as 
Discovery Phase Lead. 
Have the Discovery Proposal for both projects go in front of PMT  

Pitney 
 
PMO 

ASAP 
 
ASAP 

 
 
 
 

2 MINUTES 7.0 ITEC PRIORITIES AND CONCERNS TRUBACZ 

DISCUSSION  

-Joe and PMO will prepare a winter/spring timeframe proposal for next ITEC meeting to do priority 
setting.  The objective of this will be for the FY11 Academic Year.  A shorter activity will be undertaken 

for FY10 with the goal of leveraging ACAS funds to assist Automation projects. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Prepare a winter/spring timeframe proposal for next ITEC meeting to 
do priority setting.   

Trubacz and PMO 
 
Sept meeting 
 

 
 



 
 
 

10 MINUTES 8.0 PMT PROJECT CHAIR DEFINITION WEEMS 

DISCUSSION 

-On behalf of PMT, Rick Weems is seeking endorsement of ITEC to make the assignment of project chair 

instead of project manager so as to follow the way the university conducts the business of project 

management.  Also request that an adjustment of work load for project chairs or other acknowledgement 
up front.  Make clear the individual is identified with appropriate project managment responsibilities. This 
request is an attempt at making the project management process more visible. 

-If the person tasked as a project chair is leadership, this type of an assignment would be considered as 
part of the person’s job.  If, however, an operational person is assigned, then the bonuses and bumps 
may be appropriate.  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

   

 
 

 Next Meeting Date – September 17, 2009    
9:00 am – 11:00 am 

MULLINS 

DISCUSSION  

 

CONCLUSIONS  

 

 
 


